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Abstract- ACIIVE CYCLE regulation, a novel dual-loop 
regulation technique for Charge Pumps closes the gap between 
conventional “Linear”- and “Skip” modes. It produces about the 
ripple of a “Linear” controlled Charge Pump which is one order 
of magnitude less than the ripple of a “Skip” mode converter. At 
the Same time it consumes just the quiescent current of a “Skip” 
controlled Charge Pump, which is a few orders of magnitude 
less than that of a “Linear” one. Thus it combines the best of the 
&YO worlds we saw so far. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Today’s electronic systems usually cannot be operated with 
the voltage generated directly from the power source, which 
is the unregulated voltage from a battery or a mains-adapter. 
The load, which may bc a microprocessor controlled 
equipment like a cellular phone or a medical instrutnent 
necds a very specific opcrating voltage with tight tolerances, 
low supply-voltage ripple and a good linc- and load 
regulation. Therefore a voltage converter is necessary to 
transfonii the unregulated voltage into a stable system supply. 
Since more and more equipment IS portable and powered 
from batterics thcrc arc additional requirements for this 
voltngc convertcr which arc high efficicncy and low 
quiescent current, small board space, low weight and it must 
be cheap. The traditional approach to perform the voltage 
conversion uses an inductive DC/DC-converter, but sub- 
micron technologies, the availability of high value multi layer 
ceramic capacitors and new methods to increase the 
efficicncy [l] arc making Charge Pumps more and morc 
attmctivc cvcn in applications that necd highcr output 
currents. The major advantage of a Charge Pump is that it  
stores energy in a capacitor instead of in an inductor. 
lnductors are voluminous, can saturate, produce EM1 and are 
quite cxpcnsive. Charge Pumps can produce a very low 
output voltage ripple when thcy work in “Lincar” mode, thcy 
also consume a very IOW quiescent current when they work in 
“Skip” mode. What was missing so far is an operation mode 
that supports both requirements, a low ripple in combination 
with a low quiescent current. It will be shown, that “Active 
Cycle” regulation can combine the adtiantages of the two 
existing regulation schemes. 

11. DESCRIPTION OF THE BEHAVIOUR OF A CHARGE PUMP 
VOLTAGE CONVERTER 

Thcrc arc many mcthods to analyzc a switched capacitor DC- 
DC converter [2]-[6]. The basic approach in this paper that is 
similar to [7], is not aiming at a precise solution, but delivers 
a way to describe how the controlled system “Charge Pump“ 
responds to the differcnt regulation and disturbance 
quantities. 

i4. Regulated Voltage Doubler Topolos?; and Operation 

A inductor-less voltage doubler shown, in Fig. I .  consists of 
four switches (MI.. .M4), a “flying” capacitor, CF and an 
output capacitor CoUT on the node VOUT. A singlc operation 
cycle of a Chargc Pump can bc dividcd into thrcc phases: 

Phase A (Charging Phase; M 1 and M2 are conducting): 
C, is charged from V,N. The average voltage across C,; IS  the 
input voltage VllL reduced by the voltage losses across the 
On-rcsistances R M ,  and RbIZ of M1 and M2. 

1Ic-F = ’rriv - 1.4 (RIM, + R,MZ 1 (1) 

Phase €3 (Transfer Phase; M3 and M4 are conducting): 
C ,  is placcd in scrics with VIN and dischargcd into the load 
capacitor CoUr. The average voltage Vour is 

= vZ.’v + %F - I B  (R:\!3 + RjZ14 . (2) 

Phase C (Wait Phase; M1 ... M4 are om: 
No energy transfer from VIS to CF and Cour; Vo=const. 

clock 

t 

I-1 

Fig. 1. Basic Structure of a Switched-Capacitor Voltage Doubler 
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In steady state, the average voltage across CF stays constant. 
That means: 

IA QcF 1 (Phase A) = lA QcF I (Phase B) (3) 

With 50% Duty-Cycle the duration of Phase A, At,, is equal to 
the duration of Phase E?, At, which is equal to At. Therefore 
the average charging current of Ct. is equal to the average 
discharging current. Pro\/ided that the time constants m 
Charging Phasc A and Transfer Phase B arc big enough 

c, (A:\,, + 4 , 2 )  2 10Af (4) 

and CF ( R M 3  -t R,214) l o A t  ( 5 )  

then I'PI = 11.41 = lbl . (6 )  

The switches M1 .. .M4 periodically toggle through Phases A, 
€3 and C so energy is transferred from the battery (VI&} to the 
load (VOtIT) . A single-cndcd Charge Pump delivcrs encrgy to 
CouT only during the Transfer Phase B. During thc rcst of thc 
cycle (Phases A and C), the load current is delivered fkom the 
output capacitor Cour. When the Charge Pump is working in 
a closed loop system, and the output voltage Vour has 
stabilized, the average energy the Charge Pump delivers must 
be equal to the energy consumed by the load. Therefore the 
output currcnt I, during the Transfcr Phase can bc written as 

( 7) f = f LoAD (2 + At,, / A t )  . 

B. Generul Description of'0iitput Voltage, Oupit Ripple and 
Quiescent Curretit 

From the equations above we can obtain the output voltage as 

(8) 

The behwior of a Switched Capacitor Converter is shown in 
Fig. 2. Here, the regulated section "Charge Pump" produces 

4 

t=1 

v o ~ ~ i  = 2J'l,v - J L ~ A D  (2 + (At,,./At)) * C Rkii . 

VI, quiescent current Io 
variable *source ~-LI,%, ' 

transferred current I, 

,, average value 

ripple v,,, 

Charge 

"0, 
constant 

controlled disturbances regulated 
quantity quantities 

variable variable ways to 
(=factor 2 with ahlines) (several decades) control 

the controlled quantity V o u ~ .  There are two independently 
regulated quantities, the ratio (At,JAf) and the sum of the 
rcsistanccs By,. One of thcsc two quantitics is usually uscd 
to define the output voltage VOLT. VIN and ILOAL) act as 
disturbances. since they are defined by the application. The 
quantities VIN and ILo4u are nomially not constant. V I N  varies 
6 t h  a factor of 2 when the device is operated from alkaliiie 
cells. In battery powered portable devices ILOAD usually varies 
over several dccades (from ILOAD;-O to ILOAL)-lLO.mhlAX). 

Since Caul is pcriodically chargcd and dischargcd by a 
certain amount, the output voltage has a ripple. 

During Transfer Phase B the current into Cot,,, I ~ c ) ~ ~  is 

IcoC,&)= Im4n (I+ At,, /At) . (9) 

In the Charging- and Wait Phases A and C ,  (&T is 
discliarged with lLOAD, so 

fcrxr7- (4 c) = - I L 0 . 4 0  . (10) 

With (9) and (10) the output voltagc npple V ~ p p  (pcak to 
peak) can be written as follows: 

b P P  = 1LOAD[EsR(2 $- 1). (At/COG7T )(I + ))I 
The ESR (Equitalent Series Resistance) of Cour can be 
neglected if it is much smaller than thc ratio AKouT. For an 
operation frequency of 500 Mlz (At=lps)  and a Cour of 
lOpF, the ESR must be snlallcr than 0.1 Q. If we usc a multi 
layer cerainic capacitor with an ESR in the 20 mR range for 
COul in this case. the output voltage ripple Vopr can be 
written as 

vopi~ ]LOAD (At/Cou, )(I + (Af,,)/Ar)) . (1 1) 

The quicscent current of a Chargc Pump is that supply current 
from V,\ which is not transferred via CI.L\I to the output 
capacitor Cor;I. It is the sum of the basic quiescent current I,, 
and a current 1,s due to the switching process of the MOS- 
transistors M 1 . , . M4. 

IQ = IQ3 +1QS (12) 

IoB is the supply current of the blocks (bandgap, comparators, 
voltage divider.. .) needed in additional to the voltage 
converter output stage to get a properly working closed loop 
system. This current which is in the range of 10..  .lo0 pA is 
more or less constant. The second component I,, is the 
average current from VIN needed to charge the gate capacitors 
CM, of the MOS-transistors M I , .  .M4. Since each transistor 
MI ... M4 is switched on and off once per opcrating cyclc 
(AtclcLl, = 2At + At,,), I,, depends on Atc.lcrt. The total 
quiescent current 1, is equal to 

o... imax "OUT 

Fig. 2. Symbolic Description of a Switched-Capacitor Output Stage as a 
Regulated Scxtion. 
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With VTS=2.5V, an operating frequency of IMHz (At=O.Sps), 
a total cffcctive gatc capacitancc CC,,,, of 1nF and zcro At,, 
I, E I,, = 2.5n1.4. 

II. “LINEAR- AND “SKIP” MODES: ADVANTAGES AND 
LIMITATIONS 

The two traditional ways to control a Charge Pump to 
produce a constant output voltage, “Skip” mode that is shown 
in Fig. 3., and “Linear” mode that is illustratcd in Fig. 4. are 
rcpresenting two spccial c a m  offormula (8) for Vou7 . 
In “Skip” mode the sum of all On-resistances CR,,, is 
constant. Since this suni of resistances must be low enough to 
produce the specified output voltage at min. VIN and max. 
1Lo,41) it can be written as 

4 

2 = 1  

~ , + f ~ ( ~ / ~ i p j  = ( 2~1p , r~ , , ,  - C / ~ ) U ~ - ) / ~ / L O , ~ D ~ ~ ~  = const. (14) 

~OPP(S@J? = h A D  (A~/COUT)(1 + (A4,@)) 

JGOPALineuJ-) = ILOAl, ( A f l ~ 0 L . T )  (16) 

Io(SL-@) - = IQB + (VILV/2At)* C C ,  (17) 

IQ (Litzear-) = IQB + (VIly /2At) 2- 

(15) 

4 1 

(1 + (A4,,/2At>> r = l  
4 

r = l  
Clbfi (1 8) 

From ( 15) and (16) one can see that the “Linear” mode 
produces the lowest possible ripple since the wait time At,” is 
zcro. In “Linear“ mode the pcak currcnt during the Transfcr 
Phase I3 is exactly two times the load current. 

I ,  (Litzenr) = 2 IL,~l iD (19) 

Formula (14) shows that thc sum of thc On-rcsistanccs in a 
“Skip” mode operated Charge Pump must be defined at min. 
VIx and niax. ILOAD. Therefore at niax. VIN the peak current in 
“Skip” mode can be written as 

The output voltage is controlled by means of a comparison of 
output voltage level with a reference level and altering the 
ratio (AtJAt) which is the regulated quantity. A “Skip” 
regulation loop is a two-limits regulator. 

A “Linear” mode Charge Pump runs with a constant 

2VIlvmax - Vcm- . (20) 
2”lA;mm - I.bUT 

For the samc load currcnt, the output voltage ripple in “Skip” 
mode is I+(At,,lAt) times bigger than in “Linear” mode. 

I r n m  ( S b )  = ~ I L o A D ~ ~ . ;  

frequency f = 1/(2At), the wait time At,,, is zero and the suni of r’opp(Skip) = V ~ p p ( L i ~ ~ e c t r ’ )  (1 -I- (AItll,/At)) (21) 
the On-resistances u . w l ,  which are controlled by the output 
voltage of a regulating OP-amp, is the regulated quantity. A “Skip“ controlled voltage doubler which is designed to 

delivcr 3.3V from two alkaline cells produces a ripple which 
Ref. [8] describes a PWM-type approach control of the 
inductor-less voltage converter. This is like the On-resistance 
control a “Linear” approach. The great disadvantage of a 
PWM-regulation is that it cannot support a wide dynamic 
range in load current, since there is a problem in generating 
extremely narrow control pulses for the power transistors. 

If we put above conditions into (1 1 )  and (13) we get the 
following set of results for the output voltage ripple and the 

is 25 times higher than that of a “Linear” rcgulated one when 
operated at max. V I S  and niax. TLOAD. 

If we coniparc the two results for the quiescent current (1 7) 
and (18) then we see the reverse behavior. With l,, >> I,, we 
find that for the same load current, the quiescent current in 
“Linear” mode is l+(A1,,12At) times bigger than in “Skip” 
mode. 

quiescent current in “Skip“ - and “Linear” mode. Ip(Lzrzenr) = Ip(SL-ip) (I + (Atw/2At)) (22) 

comparator 

M3 M I  

VREF 

Phase! A 1 B 1 

Fig. 3. Charge Pump working in -‘Skip” Mode. 
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When operated with low load currents the quiescent current 
of a “Linear” regulated Charge Pump can be a few orders of 
magnitude greater than that of an equivalent “Skip” 
controlled one. 

To summarize one can say that both “Linear” - and “Skip” 
control cannot support a low output voltage ripple in 
combination with a low quiescent currcnt. 

III. “ACTIVE CYCLE REGULATION - PRINClPLE OF OPERATION 

The ”Active Cycle” controlled Chargc Pump shown in Fig. 5. 
closes the gap between “Linear” mode with its good noise- 
but poor quiescent current performance, and “Skip” mode 
with its minimized quiescent current but high output ripple 
thus combining the best of the two worlds we saw so far. 

This new control method for a Charge Pump varies both the 
ratio, (AtJAt), and the sum of the On-resistances, ZR,tfi , to 
get a stable output voltage. When operating at high loads it 
runs at a fixed ratio (AzJAz) to keep the ripple as low as the 
“Linear” mode. Under light loads it keeps the resistance of 
the switches constant at a high value thus producing about 
one order of magnitude times less output voltage ripple than 
the “Skip” mode and more than ten times less quiescent 
current than the “Linear” mode. 

Since there are two independent regulation quantities to be 
fixed in formula ( 8 )  there are two control loops necessary in 
an “Active Cycle” regdated Charge Pump. The first loop, a 
traditional “Skip” mode regulation loop, defines the output 
voltage Vour. Here the output voltage. VOUT, is compared 
with a reference level, VKEF. If Vour is too small the Charge 
Pump is activated and pumps energy into CoLrT. When the 
voltage on Vou7 reaches ifREr, the device is turned off. 

Thc second loop is responsible for determining the ratio 
(AlJAc). The output signal of the “Skip” comparator has a 
ratio of (AtJ2At). A pair of current sources 11/12 in pushipull 
configuration with a filter capacitor: Cc, tied to its output 
converts this ratio into a DC voltage. 

VO”, - 

With the source follower. M5, controlling the supply voltage 
of the gate driver of M3b, the gate voltage of M3b is 
proportional to the voltage on Cc. Therefore the On- 
resistancc of M3b is controlled by the ratio (Af,,lAt), which 
means the KDs-ON incrcases with increasing wait time, At,,. 

With growing On-resistance of M3b the amount of encrgy 
transferred per cycle decreases. To keep the output voltage 
Vour stable the “Skip” coiitrol loop has to reduce the wait 
time At,, to transfer more energy to the output by means of an 
increased nunibcr of operation cyclcs. With shorter wait time 
Atw the On-resistance again is reduced and so on. So the 
additional loop forces the ratio (At,,iAt) to stabilize to a value 
which is dcfincd by thc ratio of 11 to I2 indcpendently of VlS 
and 1~0.m. A smaller ratio of 11/12 yields a smaller value of 
(At,JAt). 

To avoid a quasi-linear operation with fixed (At,,/&) at low 
load currents which autoinatically results in a high I,, tlie 
second loop for determining (AtJAf) is inhibited at low loads 
with the MOS-transistor M3 split into two parts. A larger part 
M3b (area = N )  is KDS.OX controlled with the loop described 
above. M3a (area = 1) which is N times smaller than M3b 
runs with the full gate signal amplitude. So it has an N-times 
larger, but fixed RDS-ON. When the load current is reduced. the 
two loops want to generate a stable VoUT with a fixed (AtJAt) 
by means of increasing the RDS-ON of M3b. Since the On- 
resistance of M3 in total (M3a and M3b in parallel) cannot be 
larger than that of M3a, at a certain level of ILoaD the ratio 
(At,iAt) can no longer be kept stable. To avoid a growing 
VOLrr with a further reduced ILoho thc “Skip” control loop has 
to increase the wait time At,,.. Now the “Active Cycle” 
controlled Charge Pump runs like a “Skip” regulated one 
with x large internal resistor which is approximately the 
RDs.os of M3a. When the On-resistance of M3a is N times 
larger than that of M3b and tlie rest of the switching MOS- 
transistors MI, M2, and M4 have about the KDS-(,N of M3b, 
then the output voltage ripple at low load current is reduced 
by a factor of (N+3)/4 compared to a conventional “Skip” 
mode Charge Pump. 

I ’ ~ p p ( A c t . - c ~ ~ k ) =  Vopp(Sk@) 4/(N+3) (23) 

Compared to a “Linear” controlled converter the output ripple 
VOpp increases with a factor of I+(At,,lAt) which is a 
relatively small constant factor. 

vOpp(.4ct.- cpk) = v o p l , ( ~ i ~ e ~ r )  (1 + ( ~ t , , , / ~ t ) )  (24) 

With an “Active Cycle” controlled Charge Pump, the 
switching portion of the quiescent current in (13) increases by 
a factor of (N+3)/4 which is the same factor as for the ripple 
reduction. 

Fig. 5.  Charge Pump with “Active Cycle” Regulation. 
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looooo c 
i 4T1 variable 

Higl 

t t  tCYCLE = constant t 

Fig. 6. Output Current IF in “Active Cycle” Mode at Various Load Currents 

Since I,, dominates at low loads, the value of 1, of an 
“Active Cycle” controlled Chargc Pump is about the same as 
that for a ”Skip” regulatcd onc. 

(O(Acr.-CwZe) - s Ios(Skip) & E Los - (26) 

Fig. 6. shows thc differcnt opcrating states of an “Activc 
Cycle” regulated Charge Pump when operated at high-, 
medium- and low load current I L O ~ .  

To summarize, one can say the following for the “Active 
Cycle” controlled Charge Pump in Fig. 5.: 

1) For high load currents the ratio 11/12 defines the ratio 
(At,,/&) and therefore the increase in output ripple compared 
to a “Linear” rcgulated Charge Pump. (For (AzJAz) 1, the 
ripple doubles.) 

2 )  Whcn opcrated at low load currents. the ratio: 
M3aiM3b = N defines the rcduction in output voltagc ripplc 
and also the increase in quiescent current due to switching 
activity compared to a “Skip” Charge Pump. 

3) At constant load, the amount of energy transferred with 
onc cyclc grows with incrcasing (AZJAl), so thc load transient 
response also iniproves with increasing (AtJAt). For that 
reason, an “Active Cycle” controlled Charge Pump always 
has a bctter load transicnt response than a “Linear” regulated 

4) An “Active Cycle” regulated Charge Pump is still a two- 
limits rcgulator. That nicans it has infinite DC-loop gain 
when regulating the output voltage VOm. Therefore the 
DC Line- and Load rejection is also infinitely high. 

onc . 
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Fig. 8. Output Voltage Ripple versus Load Current 

The graphs in Fig. 7. and Fig. 8. give a comparison between 
“Linear”- “Skip”- and “Active‘ Cycle” modes: 

At low load currents, los dominatcs, I, of the “Activc Cycle” 
mode is the same as in “Skip” mode. At medium load, the 
ripple rcduction in “Active Cyclc” is equal to thc incrcasc in 
I, compared to “Skip”. At high loads, the ripple produced in 
“Active Cycle” mode is higher than in “Linear” but still a 
much lower ripple than in “Skip”. 

Iv. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

An “Active Cycle“ regulated voltage tripler, TPS60140, that 
generatcs 5V from two primary cells (1.8V to 3.6V)  was 
rcalized. The dcvice TPS60140 can delivcr an output currcnt 
of 100inA, it runs at a frequency of 300kHz. A 1OpF multi- 
layer ceramic capacitor is used for the output capacitor C O “ ~  . 
Fig. 9. and Fig. IO. show the output voltage ripple and the 
quiescent current at a variable load current. 
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Fig. 9. Quiescent Supply Current of TPS601JO versus Load Current 

It can be seen, that for 1L04D = O.. .3OmA,  the device runs 
with a fixed intemal resistance ER,,+l (constant output voltagc 
ripple) and for load currcnts bigger than 30mA the device 
keeps (Ac,J&) constant (output voltage ripple proportional to 
ILOXO). 

v. LlMITATIOhS OF “ACTIVE CYCLE” REGULhTlOh 

Looking at formula (I  1) one can see that the output voltage 
ripple is reduced with increasing output capacitance CotlT or 
applying a highcr opcration frcquency which means a 
reduction of Ai. This does not automatically mean that the 
ripple can be minimized without any limits. Since “Active 
Cycle” regulation is like “Skip” mode a two-limits regulator, 
it needs a certain ripplc for propcr operation. This minimum 
possible ripple comes from the fact that the propagation delay 
of a comparator increascs with a reduction in input-overdrive. 
Thcreforc the niinimum possible ripple of an “Active Cycle” 
controlled Charge Pump is represented by that input- 
overdrive of the comparator where the propagation delay is 
equal to At. With overdrive voltages below this critical value 
the Chargc Pump fails to producc a proper scqucnce of 
charge- discharge- and wait Phases. 

VI. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK 

It has been demonstrated that the “Active Cycle” regulated 
Charge Pump can combinc the requirements: low output 
voltage ripple and low quiescent current. “Active Cycle” 
regulation is the control method of choice for a single-ended 
Charge Puinp topology. By its nature it is a “modified” 
“Skip” mode Charge Pump with a well defined output current 
and thercfore still a two-limits regulator. 
A “Linear” push-pull topology for the Charge Pump output 
stage can reduce the ripple even further. For a low quiescent 

40 
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Fig. 10. Output Voltage Ripple of TPS60140 versus Load Current 

currcnt at small output currcnts a similar approach to “Active 
Cycle” regulation can be applied to the “Linear” regulator. 
This “modified Linear” or “Lincar-Skip” rcgulator runs with 
zcro (h, ,!At) at high load currents. At light loads it keeps the 
internal resistance CRA,, constant and varies At,, like in 
“Active Cycle” mode to reduce the quiescent current. 
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